Pre & Post Service Instructions
Checklist- Prior to General Pest Service
✓ NO exposed food on bench tops, in fruit bowl ect (within cupboards/ fridge ect is
fine)
✓ Fish tanks must be covered completely. The chemical used is toxic to marine life.
✓ Take washing off the line as our technician will spray the clothes line
✓ Children’s toys need to be put away, especially those of younger children that may
go into small mouths
✓ Pets are tied up away from house, water bowls emptied and turned upside down
✓ All windows and doors are closed and remain this way for 2-3 hours
✓ DO not clean windows prior to service as there may some residual chemical left
after the spray, maybe cleaned after 1 week
✓ If there are any residents living in the home that are pregnant, infants or have
respiratory complaints it is recommended as a precaution only that they vacate the
home for 4 hours.
✓ Note; most chemicals used by PPC are considered low mammalian toxicity with the
active ingredients being derived from naturally occurring insecticides. You are
permitted to be within the home during the service just not within the immediate
vicinity that the technician is spraying

Checklist- Post General Pest Service
✓ YOU WILL SEE PESTS post service, it is possible that you will see more pests than
before. This is normal and is an indication of an effective treatment. Pest activity
should cease after 14 days.
✓ You may find minimal residue on windows- although we try avoid this sometimes it
is unavoidable. Windows maybe cleaned 1 week after the treatment.
✓ Once the spiders have ceased unfortunately their webs remain, you may remove all
webs 14 days post service. Spiders tend to create more webs after your treatment.
✓

If you have pests such as german cockroaches, bed bugs or fleas you will require
additional treatments to completely eradicate these pests. Please remember that
you must mention these pests when you book as the treatment plan will change.

